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The Entourage Effect At Finnegans Wake 

FORE WORDS 
Cannabis and Finnegans Wake are two of my favourite things, and I’ve been engaging with both                
for over twenty years. This paper pulls from, and pushes upon my experiences, and attempts to                
roll-it-all-up into a practical guide-cone. Not only a theoretical series of “what ifs,” but also a                
helpful introduction to the book and to the flower, “seedsmanchap” (FW, 221.) with luck              
enhancing the experience of reading and the positive effects of cannabis. If you’re already              
bored, scroll to the bottom and follow some of the links. 
 
Finnegans Wake (FW) for me, serves up the perfect antidote for those who do not read much                 
these days. FW is the book for you, today. Get stuck in, light up, lighten up, there’s no right or                    
wrong way to speak it aloud just try and make it new, explore your accents, keep it fresh. Use it                    
as a doorstop, just go get a copy and let it grow on you.  
 
In the post-truth era of corporate-state controlled news’ media outlets, we might all use a lil’                
linguistic and semantical earthquake, to shake loose the lies and dislodge the tantalizing             
deceits, and to rattle the vacuous gossip columns to pieces. Finnegans Wake, mixed with              
cannabis is my best bet, my offering, for a universal toolkit to help break on through to the other                   
side with enough laughs and some shrieks of joy to prevent you crying yourself to sleep in                 
depression at the state of the planet. Common ground, one book, one plant and ten trillion                
things, and infinity of interconnections.  
 
FW is both pro E.U, and pro Globalism in some sense, yet, at the same time, the book seems                   
obsessed with local community issues and individual perspectives, everything is open to            
interpretation, while also founded on etymological facts if you dig, you dig? Unlike too many               
political speeches today, its unpredictable, and so fun. You’re invited to join the epic              
conversation, take a look at the richness and diversity of languages and cultural tales, 1001               
nights deployed in globalist literature, prose comedy gold. A New word order. Listen to the               
music, harmonize.  
 
This essay was originally due to be presented at the 27th International James Joyce              
Symposium, held in Mexico City 2019, but sadly I couldn’t make the journey. I send my sincere                 
apologies to James T Ramey at the Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, and thank him and              
his associates for accepting my paper and the invite. James Joyce gymnast and scholar, Peter               
Quadrino, attended and presented at the conference, and I’d like to thank him for his continued                
support and inspiration.  
 
I’d like to thank Derek Pyle of the Waywords and meansigns project for his consistent and                
heroic efforts to forward the wisdom teachings of Finnegans Wake, and Gavan Kennedy for his               
equally heroic project of creating the film Finnegan Wakes, to be made-up-whole of 20 second               
cuts of thousands of different readers from across the planet. I sincerely hope you find some                
bits-n-bobs in here.  
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To the Maybe Logic Academy, and the late Robert Anton Wilson, without whom none of this                
would be flowing. Toby Philpot, Gabriel Kennedy, Nick Larson, Stein Lervik, Bobby Campbell,             
Phillipe Vermesch, Mindy Wade, Sean Ravoldi, and the crew, for me the MLA days were the                
highlight of the positive possibilities of internet, tolerant intelligent forums showing the strength             
of an international crew of tolerant individuals, working together and alongside Wilson. The work              
continues. This paper is a contribution to the ongoing study of the tale of the tribe, and the                  
outstanding questions that surround the age-old epic struggle to write a book that remains              
meaningful and relevant to all-around-the-world-humanity. A tru;y global epic including history, a            
poem and a history from an individual author/curator. In a nutshell, Finnegans Wake with a               
dabble of the old cannabis.  
 
Thanks to Penelope Wade who kept me updated with her Joycean adventures, and Nico Dokx               
for organizing the “Art Of James Joyce” event, and more recently producing the 12” Vinyl of two                 
live performances from the “So Prettly Prattly PollyLogue,” part of the 26th International James              
Joyce Symposium, Antwerp, June, 2018.  
 
A final salute to all readers and writers, to principled journalists and independent researchers              
who maintain a modicum of self-respect and may enjoy a regular dance with the truth, in the                 
dodgy days of Brexit/Trump/Putin meddling with our shared media-mindscapes and our shared            
information networks. They must be stopped. Out-smarting the bastards remains an option, and             
I fully support all forms of nonviolent protests, art activist interventions and alternatives to the               
thuggish, might-makes-right, shit flinging. I hope this paper provides a useful document for             
anybody looking to move off grid, simply sweet cannabis seeds, Finnegans Wake, and a rich               
imagination and intelligence concerning how to use the resources at hand, future strategies to              
effect a state of consensus reality where everybody can love all the people. It’s either everybody                
or nobody on spaceship earth. Let’s work together. Hands up in the air.  
 
Please visit my website deepscratch.net, I’m releasing original music, artworks, DJ mixes, and             
stories. You can support me at patreon.com/stevefly  
 
The essay is dotted and dashed with CAPITALIZED and bold emphasis of my own. I’m putting                
it out without charge. You’re welcome. Astublift.  
 
--Steven James Pratt (15/11/2019. Amsterdam.) 
 
KEYWORDS: Finnegans Wake, Terpenes, Endocannabinoid System, Entourage Effect,        
Hologrammic Prose, Holographic Principle, Holobiont, Hermeticism, Synergy, Poetics,        
Neurolinguistic Relativity, Cannabis Medicine, Literature, James Joyce, Robert Anton Wilson,          
Tale Of The Tribe.  
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HCE = HUMULENE CARYOPHYLLENE EUCALYPTOL 
 ALP = ALPHA-TERPINEOL LIMONENE PINENE  

 
 
I’ll be “paperming” 52.11, this article with samples from Finnegans Wake (FW) to             
“cayennepeppercast” 120.14-15, a synthesis of diverse information, and criss-cross disciplines          
in search of the miraculous pursued by the ridiculous.  
 
Since the discovery of the endocannabinoid system (Raphael Mechoulam), and emergent           
research into cannabis terpenes by Evan Russo, and others, a new science and language of               
“states of mind-body” lurks on the horizon like Godzilla. A robust language, flexible enough to               
describe the nuanced states of mind-body consciousness from a subjective, personal           
perspective, married with an objective workable hypothesis. Neatly like a synchronized orgasm. 
 
Finnegans Wake (FW) by James Joyce, among other things acts like a cookbook, a literary               
cauldron, a crucible for the swirling vortex-sutra of botanical species, perfumes, fruits,            
mushrooms, flowers, all spread out in a tapestry according to a spherically informed bricolage              
ecosystem perhaps? A biome of Joyce (Katarzyna Bazarnik: Joyce, literature and writing of the              
book, hat tip to Peter Quadrino.)  
“According to the Korzybski-Whorf-Sapir hypothesis, the language people speak habitually          
influences their sense perceptions, their “concepts” and even the way they feel about             
themselves and the world in general.”--Robert Anton Wilson, The Celtic Roots Of Quantum             
Theory. 
 
The Entourage Effect, can, in some sense be viewed as the new science emerging from the                
core principle: the sum total of therapeutic effects from the whole cannabis plant are greater               
than effects from isolated elements. I find this to be somewhat analogous with a wide range of                 
models found in modern Physics, Psychology, Sociology, cosmology and information          
technology. The tale of the tribe. You at the back could consider it like coming-together, when                
you achieve climax simultaneously, and the Kundalini energy intertwines. As Lennon sang            
“Come together”. 
  
In the words of Alexandra Dumetriscu: “Finnegans Wake, with its unhierarchical textual            
organization affords a vision of the world crystallized alongside principles of interconnectivity: a             
universe perceived as made up of networks whose cultural, political, economical, historical or             
human nodes or hubs determine and explain each other. And, more significantly, Finnegans             
Wake advocates a vision of relative truth and multiple meanings which unfold as a result of                
super interconnected prose.” (Boostrapping Finnegans Wake). 
 
Celebrated design scientist and the grandfather of global sustainable systems, Buckminster           
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Fuller, developed his principle of Synergy, and it’s study, that he called Synergetics: total              
system behavior that exhibits more than it’s parts. (Synergetics: Explorations in the Geometry             
of Thinking. Macmillan 1975). Charles Olson acted as somewhat of an intellectual nemesis to              
Fuller, and he refined a method called Composition By Field, both act as a useful analogy for                 
the cannabis Entourage Effect. Olson says: “It comes to this, this whole aspect of the newer                
problems. (We now enter, actually, the large area of the whole poem, into the FIELD, if you like,                  
where all the syllables and all the lines must be managed in their relations to each other.)                 
--Charles Olson, Projective Verse. (University Of California Press, 1950).  
 
For a comparison between Fuller and Olson, I recommend you search for “Environmental             
Pedagogues: Charles Olson and R. Buckminster Fuller: “it suggests that Olson and Fuller both              
turned to the free-verse epic poem as a mode amenable to environmental pedagogy. Attending              
to the ways Olson and Fuller theorize the historical agency of the human body, the essay                
suggests that their pedagogical poetry was divided along environmental ethical lines. It pays             
particular attention to the competing claims Fuller and Olson make for technological humanism             
and post-humanist ‘objectism’, respectively. These polarized teachings on human ontology and           
environmental responsibility are found to be inscribed in the pedagogical procedures of the             
poems themselves.  
  
The language of FW manages the syllables and the lines, in relation to each other by Joyce’s                 
technique: hologrammic prose, a term used by lifelong James Joyce admirer and scholar:             
Robert Anton Wilson.  
“As our communication skills and information processing improve, human knowledge as a whole             
accelerates synergistically. Therefore, both hard and soft technologies accelerate – ideas and            
tools both change faster, faster, faster.–Robert Anton Wilson, Human Intelligence Increase. 
 
I’m not suggesting that Joyce, straight-up, smoked the devils lettuce. Although, who the hell              
knows what may of got into his pipe in Paris and beyond? I’m suggesting that cannabis and its                  
hundreds of chemical components can be sniffed out within the botanically bulging text, and              
furthermore, that a wide array of phyto-terpenes, and endogenous-terpenes are detectable,           
in traces, within the wake. The evidence maybe consumable in some circumstances, which             
leads me to propose a textual gastric and multi sensory healing ceremony. “O.K. Oh Kosmos!               
Ah Ireland! A.I. And for kailkannonkabbis gimme Cincinnatis with Italian (but ci vuol poco!)              
--FW, 456.08-09. I wrote to Evan Russo, and he very graciously wrote me back, within               
twenty-four hours, with this: 
 
“Thanks for your very interesting Email. I’m afraid that my exposure to Joyce ended with short                
stories and Portrait of the Artist. While an admirer, I never made it to Ulysses, let alone                 
Finnegans Wake. Methinks, however, that its stream of consciousness format is extremely            
reminiscent of a cannabis experience with its tangential wanderings through the mind. 
Best wishes, Ethan Russo.” 
 
What I perceive to be the future of cannabis medicine, encircles the development of bespoke               
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customized medicines, made for individual patients. As if your doctor understood a tiny fraction              
of the shaman way. Multi-media prescriptions for the organism as a whole, a touch-taste              
sound-sight diet, to allow the patient to better function in any given environment. What you like                
brah’. Group readings, jams, the evolution of free spaces, acoustic palaces, places to share              
perspectives and receive intelligent feedback from like-minded individuals. Let the art fly. To             
persist in the persistence of place. This requires logistics, planning, and resources, and             
relatively liberal laws that may enable recreational cannabis use without punishment. My            
Utopian healthy and harmonious vision for a cannabis health center. Have the vision, plan it,               
cost it, propose, come on. 
 
“Korzybski's concern with keeping the conscious "connection" or correspondence between          
language and verifiable referents is, for all practical purposes, paralleled by the process of              
psychotherapy. In this process, which is largely "just talk," the purpose is to foster closer and                
more accurate correspondence between the patient's language and externally verifiable          
meanings.--Neil Postman, Teaching as a Subversive Activity (1969). 
 
To heal with cannabis. After exploring synonyms for Entourage and systems that hinge upon the               
field approach, to mean the total is greater than the sum of its parts, as Leonard Shlain                 
describes it:  
“An alphabet by definition consists of fewer than thirty meaningless symbols that do not              
represent the images of anything in particular; a feature that makes them abstract. Although              
some groupings of words can be grasped in an all-at-once-manner, in the main, the              
comprehension of written words emerges in a one-at-a-time fashion. To perceive things such as              
trees and buildings through images delivered to the eye, the brain uses wholeness, simultaneity,              
and synthesis.--Leonard Schlain, The Alphabet vs. The Goddess, Chapter 1.  
 
 

 
 

Hologrammic Prose 
 
The language of FW, and Joyce’s boostrapping of innovation, resonates with synecdoche,            
alliteration, condensation and multi-level puns, modulating meaning like a jazz pianist, and so             
transforming human consciousness within a local and non-local field (Acoustic Space). A literary             
and historical hologram, unparallelled in literature. Here is wholeness and the implicate order of              
things in motion, and motion in things.  
 
If I understand him correctly, Robert Anton Wilson described the phenomena as Joyce’s             
Hologrammic Prose, and explained in detail Joyce’s complex Sigla a.k.a doodle family, packed             
(encrypted) inside of system functions or mathematical functions, slippery concepts, tricky to            
express in waking language. Here I seek to inspire new mapping and new synthesis of Wilson’s                
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insights from his book Coincidance, re-focused on relieving the symptoms of disease with             
cannabis medicine. 
 
With luck, pleasure seeking groups will discover some scintillating psychoactive poetry here,            
while familiar readers of Joyce might dip a toe or three into the muck, and give the old debil’                   
weed a try, in one form or another. A win win, or an all-score-draw? 
 
FW, exhibits a very close literary equivalent to the Entourage Effect. Isomorphic? Can you think               
of another textual equivalent? Joyce’s hologrammic-prose orders the complex relationships that           
encourage new neuro-semantic structures to form. This form of neurogenesis involves the            
seduction of the reader into paying closer attention to their own semantic reactions, and to the                
power of simple words and grammar used in a new order to modulate consciousness. Singing               
matter, dancing matter, the tale of the tribe! What new global epic including history is               
hyperconnected like the wake in 2019? The feeling of being high, having your personal              
entourage over your shoulder while reading feels like proof enough for me, or is that a holy                 
guardian angel? "myther rector and maximost bridgesmaker,"--FW, 126.10. I’d wager Jerusalem           
by the mighty Alan Moore, is a contender. 
 
Cannabis Terpenes and FW are two intersection points between a conspiracy of media affects,              
and an interdisciplinary study including evidence from recent findings in psychopharmacology,           
foundational principles of neurolinguistics, and magick, which all lend support for           
reconsideration of the holistic approach to psychopharma-therapy, and to the decentralization           
of systems: neuro-chemical, psycho-social, and geo-political. As above so below the           
“abfalltree" FW, 88.01. 
 
The endocannabinoid system operates within all human beings, and all mammals. Broadly            
speaking, the human brain-body nervous system, and its neurochemical and neurophysiological           
networks are lubricated by endocannabinoids, a full body molecular massage. Reductionism,           
and the isolation of synthesized substances from the cannabis plant, reduces its full healing              
potential. I base this view upon the principle that natural evolution of plants and substances over                
millions of years, intelligently select the right amount of each naturally occurring substance             
(nature’s medicine cabinet).  
 
I’m not actively campaigning against synthetic drugs and experiments, no, I’m gently suggesting             
that the whole plant, in the example of cannabis, contains the best mixture of ingredients for                
medicinal purposes. For example, refined cannabis oil for treating serious conditions is most             
effective at a one-to-one THC/CBD ratio, like the ratio found in many landrace cannabis              
varieties.  
 
Besides a small but growing trend to legalize and regulate cannabis and medicinal cannabis              
including THC containing oil, governments, and agencies will not tolerate THC oil at all, despite               
the evidence. Many authorities still willfully ignore the central premise of my argument about              
healing with cannabis. FW may increase the probability of successful healing with            
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cannabis, and lead to new bespoke therapies, at the least firing up the neural web               
hyperconnectivity with new paths, new puns, new directions. These examples show different            
kinds of synergy from different perspectives.  
 
“who among us has contemplated the mycological aspect lying therein? Or the word             
"holocryptogam" from page 546----I had always thought it was suggestive of the Wake as a               
hologram and a cryptogram or encoded text, completely overlooking the word "cryptogam"            
which literally means "hidden reproduction" and denotes plants that reproduce through spores,            
like fungi.--Peter Quadrino, The Secret Life Of Mushrooms At Finnegans Wake. 2018. 
 
Robert Anton Wilson featured Finnegans Wake in his epic tale of the tribe, together with an                
all-star cast of thinkers, dipping into decentralized oriental philosophies, Ideogrammic Method           
(Ernesto Fenollosa, Ezra Pound), and the fruits of his study into Japanese culture, art and               
language. The holographic nature of Information, defined by Claude Shannon in his 1948 paper,              
The Mathematical Theory Of Communication, explicitly cites Finnegans Wake as an example            
of the maximum redundancy of information. “a superpbosition! Quoint a quincidence ! O.K”--FW,             
299.08.  
 
Shannon entropy leads me to some recent 2019 advances in quantum computing and quantum              
superposition, reaching beyond non-binary and beyond Aristotelian either/or logic. Like the           
equations of Paul Dirac, Erwin Schrodinger, David Bohm, David Deutsch, and Stephen            
Hawking, which all have a great bearing on quantum superposition, and each of these              
innovators and their systems provide analogies of the Entourage Effect. The sensation of             
getting high, in some sense, going out of your body into space, longing for wholeness?  
 
The holonomic model and holographic hypothesis of the brain-body-cognition network, as           
defined by Karl Pribham, and originated by the work of Dennis Gabor, are two well researched                
and rigorous fields of scientific study well worthy of further research. Cybernetics, as defined              
and refined by Norbert Wiener, brings us back to the body, and offers a beautiful analogy with                 
the endocannabinoid system: an interconnected neuro-chemical electrical system,        
modulated by mind/consciousness.  
 
In his excellent book Techgnosis, Erik Davis offers new ways of perceiving and conceiving              
technology and esoterica, often through the lens of Marshall McLuhan. Here, for the purposes of               
Entourage Effect at Finnegans Wake, I’ll quote from his essay Acoustic Cyberspace: 
“Acoustic space is capable of simultaneity, superimposition, and nonlinearity, but above           
all, it resonates. “Resonance” can be seen as a form of causality, of course, but its causality is                  
very different than that associated with visual space, because resonance allows things to             
respond to each other in a nonlinear fashion. Through resonance in a physical system, a small                
activity or event can gain a great deal of energy; for example, if I belted out a pitch that                   
resonated with the unique acoustic characteristics of this room, the energy of my voice would be                
amplified by the environment. That’s why some singers can shatter a glass with their voice: they                
hit the resonant frequency of the glass (which is a space and contains a space), making it                 
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vibrate to the point of shattering. Resonance is a very powerful analogy for understanding how               
various types of energies and spaces operate.”--Erik Davis, Acoustic Cyberspace. (2001) 
  
The tetrad of media effects, as crafted by Marshall McLuhan piles on more weight for thought,                
leading us to construct better incisive questions, such as what does the Entourage Effect              
reverse or flip, what does it obsolete, what does it retrieve, and what does it enhance? "a                 
spatial brunt of Hosana cigals"--FW, 417.12.  
 
Cultures more often benefit from shared knowledge and intelligence (if they have any left) and a                
new simplified language, or codex to describe the mechanisms of the endocannabinoid system             
is desperately needed for peace between nations, peoples, and cultural tribes. May we all have               
equal and free access to the effective toolkits, available for learning how to use our brains and                 
the planetary resources synergetically, as Fuller might say. Let us entourage against the             
machine!  
 
“Magical phenomena, however, come under a special subclass, since they are willed, and their              
cause is the series of 'real' phenomena called the operations of Ceremonial Magic. “These              
consist of: (1) Sight. The circle, square, triangle, vessels, lamps, robes, implements, etc. (2)              
Sound. The invocations. (3) Smell. The perfumes. (4) Taste. The sacraments. (5) Touch. As              
under (1). (6) Mind. The combinations of all these and reflections on their significance. “These               
unusual impressions (1-5) produce unusual brain changes; hence their summary (6) is of             
unusual kind.--Israel Regardie, Roll Away The Stone (1969). 
 
Some but not all forms of shamanism, hermeticism and other mystical practices, likewise             
operate on the premise of a hyperconnected invisible landscape, and the playful engagement             
with signs and symbols in a criss-crossed, full sensory performance by example. Besides             
sharing my prescriptions based on classic medical conditions which are clearly helped by             
Cannabis in one form or another (migraine, appetite agonist, anti-inflammatory) I strive to             
present at least eight different disciplines and their major contributions to Entourage Effect. “Our              
wholemole millwheeling vicociclometer, a tetradomational gazebocroticon (the "Mamma        
Lujah"--FW, 614.27. 
 
William Butler Yeats, Aleister Crowley, Lon Milo Duquette, Banksy and Robert Anton Wilson             
exhibit playful, Hermetically charged communications that I welcome with open ears. FW is             
widely acknowledged and celebrated as a holographic text, existing in the maybe state of both               
1 and 0 simultaneously, until you, dear reader, go and collapse the state vector. A head nod to                  
Gavan Kennedy who passed on this related slice from FW: 
“(Stoop) if you are abecedminded, to this claybook, what curios of signs (please stoop), in this                
allaphbed! Can you rede (since We and Thou had it out already) its world?”  FW, P.18. 
  
Finnegans Wake can help deepen our understanding of holistic systems, wholism, and            
interconnected systems, such as conspiracy theory and 2019 conspiracy fact. The language of             
the Wake exhibits a unique synthesis for each individual reader, inviting them to co-create              
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reality via text sound smell image, all based on their unique lived experience, their Unity of                
being. “The voice of nature in the forrest”--FW, 306.21-22. 
 
The hyper-prose of Joyce may harbour therapeutic potentials as yet untapped, acting upon a              
broad internetwork of charged elements within neurochemistry, pharmacognosy and         
neurosemantics. The language that you use, and how you use it, modulates your             
perception/conception of the world and reality, both inner and outer, with ambiguity.  
 
Evolutionary intelligence and ethnobotanical intelligence found in the earth’s biome, in the flora             
and fauna, sprinkle substances together in different ratios, and spread out species in different              
distributions, for a strategic reason, I think. Forces, including medicinal use, interspecies            
communications, (into spices?) and environmental remediation, for example. Nature as teacher,           
and earth a guide, if we listen. Put your ear to the sky and light up to the Wake. 
 
Language therapy, informed by FW, and further enhanced by experience with the            
endocannabinoid system and neuropeptide system, and following operationalist scientific         
methods, may, with some luck produce statistically higher cases of positive healing. True             
wellness and being in touch with yourself and with others. Analogous to the argument within               
cannabis medicine that the therapeutic impact of the whole plant is greater than the sum of                
its molecular parts, likewise, the therapeutic impact of FW is greater than the sum of its                
etymological parts.  
 
Human beings are greater than the sum of our physiological and psychological parts. The              
infinite flux of beingness flows in all directions. Prohibition has led to an incalculable lag and a                 
black hole in scientific knowledge concerning useful substances which are cheap and easy to              
produce like cannabis.  
“Joyce’s weedwastewoldwevild delineates a ruderal environment in which toadstools are weeds           
that mimic and reflect the gestalt of popular mycology. In the Wake’s closing pages, Earwicker               
himself, normally in the guise of an earwig (Forficula auricularia), makes a sudden             
appearance as a mushroom: “Mch? Why them’s the muchrooms, come up during the night”              
(625.19).--David Rose, Notes From The Underground.  
 
Thankfully, over the last decade or two, solid scientific research on cannabis has been              
conducted, peer reviewed and published in reputable journals. However there remain obstacles            
and difficulties for those wishing to conduct group experiments within institutional settings.            
Times are changing but could change quicker with regards to restrictions on substances that              
could radically alter own future trajectory as a species. Turn On, Tune In, Wake Out Up.  
 
Science and mystical based traditions have an equal place at the table of cannabis terpenes, or                
at my table which has been prepared keeping in mind the model-agnostic approach of Robert               
Anton Wilson, who liked to look at problems from different perspectives, hunting them down like               
a pack of Lions from all angles. Each angle has something to offer us, if we are willing to look,                    
listen, experiment, consider subject/object relations, and stay playful. To have fun, this is what              
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FW is all about, there’s lots of fun in Finnegans Wake, if you remember anything from this                 
writing, please put that up there with your highest contenders, cheers.  
 
Attention to unity of being, and to holistic sensory awareness of sight, touch, taste, sound, smell,                
and the synergy of em’ all mixed is helpful. Aleister Crowley, W.B Yeats, James Joyce,               
Timothy Leary, Alan Watts, Robert Anton Wilson, Terence McKenna each stood as            
mystically inclined consciousness researchers of merit and brevity. Each of the above thinkers             
cut their own path and made their own discipline for following thoughts, defining the tools used                
and the experimental conditions, the set and setting, the placebo effect, double blind tests, the               
falsifiability principle, the uncertainty principle, incompleteness theorem. Both religious dogma          
and weirdness, and secular dogma and weirdness. Always thinking of the process, always             
presenting more than two alternatives. 
. 
Ceremony and ritual seem lacking from contemporary scientific research, and important areas            
of cannabis research may be diminished due to this fact. Archeological evidence suggests that              
Cannabis was used in ceremonial rights within ancient China (Yanghai, Turpan) and in             
India, and across Africa and Europe. Dance, trance, song, and poetry followed. Besides             
psychoactive compounds found in some archeological digs, how else can you begin to guess              
how ancestors modulated their brain-body nervous system? Mushrooms leave no fossil trace.  
“Hemp, hemp hurray!”--FW, 495.13-14. 
 

 
 

Art and Entourage 
 
Artists and performers are like the urban shaman of our techno-culture, in some sense their               
production crews have the means to create ceremonial and ritualistic settings. Intelligent use of              
some substances may achieve what institutional science cannot due to the ignorance of             
prohibition. 
 
Every piece of writing, including this one detracts from performance by example of the text. The                
more you try to describe and focus upon single elements, or single notes, the less effective the                 
entourage effect, or the harmonious sense of unity of beingness. Write your own stories out,               
get your friends into the game, formulate your thoughts and prepare to respond to the whole                
world. “greengageflavoured”--FW, 556.15. 
 
The language of FW makes manifest fundamental neurosemantic principles, truths, such as            
“everything you say it is, it isn’t”. To name the thing, in some sense, is to extract and isolate it                    
from the infinite flux of being. And effectively kill it with certainty, if its a noun not a verb you cast                     
upon whoever you’re communicating with. The impact of the whole book, as traces in the mind                
of the reader, proves to be greater than its individual words or letters, I hope that’s becoming                 
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clear by now?  
  
One way forward is to create or join reading groups and explore literature as a pack, and be                  
brave enough to try the experiments that I will get to later. Keep notes if you can, and hold a                    
critical mindset, starting with yourself. Useful research can be accomplished in the home with              
family and friends, there’s no need for a laboratory. You are the laboratory! Your language is                
the lab equipment, let the experiments begin. As yoga and religion are loosely based on union, I                 
feel good science in good faith strives for a similar union, synergy, as above so below.  
 
Wellness and beingness are modulated broadley across the human brain body nervous system,             
and as a result of environmental systems. The total complexity of which, indeed, approximates              
the mind boggling aeons and features of the cosmos. Everyman and everywomen is a star,               
and so it follows a seed. Here, we are at maximum woo-woo, everything is connected man. You                 
feel it. Classic cosmic bliss out and a stereotype hurled at mystics, hippies and some cultures                
who use some drugs. Indeed, if everything is connected, then nothing is connected. We require               
Finnegans Wake, with it’s distinguished elements cycling about a great whole, making you             
make sense. “Doubleends Jinned” and who knew anna was inside cannabis all along. Ha. 
 
FW, like low dose entheogens, helps new neural pathways form (Neurogenesis). Networking            
brain cells grow between things, objects, word-symbols that make sense to you. Food and              
music and smells are all in the mix, no sense if off limits. Break down the divisive subject/object                  
dichotomy running rampant across our digital universe like ten thousand rhinos. Deploying pun,             
alliteration, synecdoche, isomorphism, style and more style and brevity, in a focused beam of              
light to authentically condense and synthesize to make it new. To Make it unpredictable.              
Responsive. As jacob Applebaum has observed, in the future dystopian world of artificial             
intelligence, meritocracies and a surveillance state, being unpredictable should become an           
inalienable human right as our behaviour and speech come under the scrutiny of the machines.               
FW can teach you a hell of a lot about unpredictability, and can beat prejudice until it’s all bloody                   
and unconscious.  
  
“Terence and his brother Dennis ventured deep into the Amazon Basin to indulge in shamanic               
rituals and ingest ungodly amounts of hallucinogenic plants, they brought only two            
books---the I Ching and Finnegans Wake. The McKenna brothers felt "that Finnegans Wake             
represented the most complete understanding yet achieved of the relation of the human mind to               
time and space." (True Hallucinations, p. 147)--Peter Quadrino, The Secret Life Of Mushrooms             
In Finnegans Wake!  
 
As noted by Alan Moore, art and Hermeticism (magic) are so similar as to be almost                
interchangeable terms. Each could be said to hold a holographic analysis of language and              
communication across borders. Symbols, sounds, light, taste, are pulled together to produce            
a whole panorama of meanings. On a trajectory reaching beyond language. The unique             
sensation of beingness, time, being, becomingness, emotion, intellect, memory, fantasy,          
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doubt....all bootstrapped. Collage’ reflects the Wakean totality of visual effects arranged in a             
secret, a special way to accomplish a full whole, a whole whole from behind the curtain.  
 
In cinema and film, the concept of cinema verite hinges upon methods that apply an               
entourage-like, special effects, intelligent edits, lighting tricks, music, all working together to            
produce a Joycean epiphany, a new level of understanding. Epiphany, from where I am flying               
from, connects with the common sense of being high, or spaced out, often reported when               
using cannabis including THC, and usually of the equatorial sativa varieties. In the realm of               
theater we have analogies to entourage effect, with all the physical props, sound people, lighting               
choreography, script intricacies, actor gesture and physical comedy, all synchronized by the            
theater of the mind of the audience.  
  
In some sense, these examples may help heal the body by encouraging new brain connections,               
and neuro-semantic pathways, with or without cannabis. New experiences and new ideas lead             
to broader integrated intelligent systems. Open your mind. Culture medicine language art. Open             
up your closed head and I’ll open up mine and lets trade thoughts.  
“fungoalgaceous muscafilicial graminopalmular planteon; of increasing, livivorous, feelful        
thinkamalinks; luxuriotiating everywhencewhithersoever among skullhullows and charnelcysts of        
a weedwastewoldwevild”--FW, 613. 
 
Music can act as a useful analogy too. Entourage implies that discrete notes and individual               
instruments, when in concert, produce a harmony, and unique property, a synergy. Stronger             
together. In tandem with the human sensory system. Different musical forms ranging from             
classical and choral, to tribal, utilize this synergy and vibrational harmonic action in different              
modes. To me and my ear, the music form that exemplifies Entourage Effect, and              
holographic principle in music, is jazz. For example, the music of John Coltrane, Sun Ra,               
and Thelonious Monk, exploits the science of tonality, overtones, rhythms, melodies, making a             
recognizable whole music, lock stock and barrel. Holographic in nature. Giant steps.  
 
Future doctors and shaman may be closer to musical composers than chemists, treating the              
organism as a whole like a song made of different parts, in this example the terpenes,                
terpenoids and flavanoids, all acting in complex synchrony within the whole cannabis plant.  
 

 
 

Holobiontic Entourage?  
 
“It requires us to assume that between these states there exist peculiar relationships such that               
whenever the system is definitely in one state we can consider it as being partly in each of two                   
or more other states. The original state must be regarded as the result of a kind of                 
superposition of the two or more new states, in a way that cannot be conceived on classical                 
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ideas. Any state may be considered as the result of a superposition of two or more other states,                  
and indeed in an infinite number of ways. Conversely, any two or more states may be                
superposed to give a new state.--Paul Dirac. The Principles Of Quantum Mechanics. Clarendon             
Press, 1947. 
 
The Entourage Effect, keeps in step with the above statement. And seems to work on the                
principles of superposition. Complexities of neuro-chemical interactions, agonists and         
antagonists, enhancers and degraders, states which are partly in each of the other states. Like               
a hologram, and like the hologrammic language of Finnegans Wake, each part contains a              
blueprint of the whole. There are agonists and antagonists, protagonists, anti-heroes,           
attractors, repellents. Strange attractors. In 2019, Quantum Superposition can be          
demonstrated with Quantum Computers, that utilize the superposition principle to produce           
massive advancements in processing speeds, storage, and other observable, measurable          
results. (D-Wave, and the theories of David Deutsch evidenced). 
 
Aspects of Quantum Superposition maybe responsible for aspects of human cognition and            
mind-like qualities, the implicate order. Self-similar across scale, different areas of academia,            
the principle of holography, and superposition, go a long way to defining the potential healing               
benefits in cannabis medicine, modulated by mechanisms of The Entourage Effect and Vice             
versa. As above so below.  “orchidectural” 165.9. 
 
Future cannabis medicine holds the promise of opening up the global natural organic and              
inorganic, macro/micro hologenome. Open and shared, patents for the people and profits            
going back to the planet. The potential of vertical farming and regreening of the planet with                
both industrial hemp, and medicinal cannabis sativa and indica varieties, maybe our great.             
chance to turn climate change around. Everybody needs to plant 600 trees. Simple as that,               
you dig? 
 
Some cannabis has parenting from South-East Asia, Central and South America, and the             
Middle East, I strongly suggest further research into this practical example of global medicine              
(gathered from around the globe) for a planet in crisis, ecologically, environmentally, and             
psychosocially. “the sound sense sympol in a weedwayedwold of the firethere the sun in his               
halo cast. Onmen.--612.29. Like with progressive social interconnected systems and secure           
security systems, strength lies within decentralized strategies, the evolutionary success of           
cannabis, adaptation, attraction, repellents, highs, creepers, couch lock euphoria, body          
relaxation, mellowing etc.  
 
It’s my hope that future medicinal oriented research will take place that utilizes the global               
varieties of cannabis: the different ratios of chemical components, and the corresponding            
geographical mapping of the plants natural evolution. From central asia outwards. (See            
Cannabis: Ethnobotany and Evolution, Clarke 2013).  
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In the meantime, until rigorous scientific conditions can be met to study the Entourage Effect,               
which lack much rigorous scientific study, I’ll go ahead and present evidence from a number of                
fields, which suggest that the Entourage Effect in cannabis medicine has a strong scientific and               
rational basis. I include Finnegans Wake "everintermutuomergent" (55.11-12), to provide a           
skeleton key, a foundation to be fleshed out so to exhibit Entourage Effects personal to you,                
dear reader, on and off the page/screen. 
 
Evolutionary theorist and biologist, Lynn Margulis, coined the term Holobiont, to describe            
assemblages of different species that form an ecological unit. The hologenome, running            
along the same track of thinking, proposes assemblages of different genomes that form a              
holobiont. (Symbiosis as a Source of Evolutionary Innovation: Speciation and Morphogenesis           
(MIT Press).  
“Hopely for ear that annalykeses if scares for eye that sumns. Is it in the now woodwordings of                  
our sweet plantation where the branchings then will singingsing tomorrows gone and yesters             
outcome” 280.03-07. 
Examples found within insect communities, such as ants, wasps, termites, and bees, can be              
shown to utilize pheromones, and terpenes in superposition.  
 
“We use a global atmospheric model to show that, through emission of organic vapours and the                
resulting condensational growth of newly formed particles, boreal forests double regional cloud            
condensation nuclei concentrations--Boreal forests, aerosols and the impacts on clouds and           
climate. 
 
Forests produce massive quantities of monoterpenes, and insects play a role in their dispersal              
into the global ecosystem, as do mushrooms. “The Uses and Abuses of Insects” 306.31, It has                
been shown that the dispersal of Terpenes can affect the weather in remarkable ways, including               
some mushrooms species that play a role in modulating the weather. These examples are              
themselves a superposition on a different scale, an ecological, geological scale, the other end to               
the quantum world. And beyond the human psychological and social scales, the hologenomic             
and holobiontic models show intelligent evolution, perhaps to alert humanity to the impact of              
human induced climate change on the global ecosystem? Interconnected systems of life can flip              
into ecosystems of death. Beware. 
 
FiW unravels a series of ecological processes, from the evaporation of water from the oceans               
with help from the sun to cloud formation, transportation and the dumping down of water over                
mountains, collecting into streams, branching into rivers wynding back to the salty ocean,             
usually by way of a human settlement or two. “garleeks” 550.10. In the book, the water could be                  
an analogy of the language of the Wake, a linguistic ecosystem, brewing all the things under                
god’s greengrocers creation into a probability wave, a probability function, a slice of the              
cosmic cake that includes every ingredient under the sun.  
"I can now state the physical version of the Church–Turing principle: 'Every finitely realizable              
physical system can be perfectly simulated by a universal model computing machine operating             
by finite means.' This formulation is both better defined and more physical than Turing's own               
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way of expressing it."--David Deutsch, Quantum Theory.  
 
Charged with a poetic polly-language of glittering fauna and flora, blooming in all directions at               
once, with latin resins and greek greases, indo european spices heritage of arts and textures, of                
comedy playfulness and condensation. Dichten - condensare. As Gavan Kennedy noticed, the            
following passage could be speaking of Quantum Entanglement.  
"And let every crisscouple be so crosscomplimentary, little eggons, youlk and meelk, in a              
farbiger pancosmos" - FW p.613. 
 
“And now the text of Joyce's nightbook seems to respond to our inquiry and begins to bloom                 
with fermenting flora. Rose describes this revelation through the eyes of a mycologist: 
“From the umwelt of the Wake’s quashed quotatoes (183.22) the ricorso of pan-etymological             
meanderings through the preconscious formation of meaning is oceanic and fluid, recycling            
through mind and history, recycling through the words themselves. Finnegans Wake is not a              
disquisition on mycology, but a mycelial mat in which fruiting bodies are knotted deep in               
the sclerotia of words. https://finwakeatx.blogspot.com 
 
From the sub-atomic quantum realm through to cellular and neuropharmacological, socio           
psychological, Ethnobotanical, architectural, literary, and cosmological realms. Unified by the          
mental condition of emotional and intellectual wholeness. The possible quantum          
superimposition of brain-body nervous systems, modulated by an assortment of neuropeptides,           
and neurochemicals within the human endocannabinoid system await serious study.          
“Yggdrasselmann” 88.23. 
  
“In his 1980 ethnology of American pot users, William Novak cites one particularly Terence-like              
subject. “When I’m high, the ideas just keep on coming. Sometimes I wonder whether              
marijuana actually creates these ideas—or whether, perhaps, it functions more like a magnet,             
drawing together the various iron filings of thought from different parts of my mind (and perhaps                
elsewhere) and bringing them together at the same time and place”(Novak 1980).--Erik Davis,             
The Weird Naturalism of the Brothers McKenna, 2017.  
 
It is my contention here that cannabis, and the hundreds of different chemicals that constitute               
the whole plant, helps to mediate information throughout the organism as a whole. Helping to               
buffer, amplify, dampen and clarify desired effects, modulated by feedback mechanisms.           
Cannabis helps you to get in touch with yourself, and FW can assist in fantastic discoveries.                
“The ability of bacteria and fungi to communicate with each other is a remarkable aspect of the                 
microbial world. It is recognized that volatile organic compounds (VOCs) act as communication             
signals, however the molecular responses by bacteria to fungal VOCs remain unknown.  
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-00893-3 
 
Dutch physicist Gerard T’Hooft was awarded a Nobel prize for his work together with Leonard               
Susskind on The Holographic Principle, inspired by the unintuitive puzzle of black hole             
thermodynamics: maximal entropy in any spacetime region scaling with the radius squared (the             
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area of the horizon) not the intuitive volume cubed! Turning to Information Theory, as defined by                
Claude Shannon, we find an isomorphic relationship between the cosmological entropic           
systems, and digital information entropic systems: "Thermodynamic entropy and Shannon          
entropy are conceptually equivalent: the number of arrangements that are counted by            
Boltzmann entropy reflects the amount of Shannon information one would need to implement             
any particular arrangement"--Jacob Bekenstein, "Information in the Holographic Universe",         
Scientific American, August 2003. 
 
“There is the germ of a new notion of order here. This order is not to be understood solely in                    
terms of a regular arrangement of objects (e.g., in rows) or as a regular arrangement of events                 
(e.g. in a series). Rather, a total order is contained in some implicit sense, in each region of                  
space and time. Now, the word 'implicit' is based on the verb 'to implicate'. This means 'to fold                  
inward' ... so we may be led to explore the notion that in some sense each region contains a                   
total structure 'enfolded' within it"--David Bohm, Wholeness and The Implicate Order.           
Routledge, 1980.)  
 
The Wake rides different pace layers simultaneously, with an entourage of media affects             
(Stewart Brand, The Clock Of Long Now, 1999) “The six Pace Layer levels in descending               
order from the highest & fastest to the lowest & slowest are Fashion, Commerce,              
Infrastructure, Governance, Culture, Nature. Stewart’s initial point was to give insight into            
how a healthy society works.-- http://longnow.org/seminars/02015/jan/27/pace-layers-thinking/  
 
Perhaps the principle underlies popular religious movements, political and social psychological           
thinking? Maybe those with knowledge and practical experience with the superposition principle            
use it for devilish ends, effectively weaponizing the holographic nature of things. So stand and               
fight against those dirty scheming two-valued either/or logicians, and language dogs, ensuring            
division continues and that naive realism and fundamentalist materialism rule the minds of men,              
communities, social structures, nations and global corporations. Push back with the Wake.  
 
“He (Deutsch) also proposed the first quantum algorithms known as the Deutsch and the              
Deutsch-Jozsa algorithms, showing that the quantum superposition principle can be used           
to solve certain problems faster than any classical computer and therefore showing the             
advantage of quantum computation.--International Center For Theoretical Physics, Dirac         
Medalists, 2017.  
 

 
 

Hermetic Unity Of Beingness 
 
If we could see for one moment, the densely hyperconnected nature of reality, we might stop or                 
at least take caution in our actions. In particular with regard to the ecosystem and climate, and                 
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with luck also regarding ourselves and our relationships with others. The age old problem of the                
individual and the state can be solved, at least theoretically with the adoption of superposition               
principles and a language capable of relaying the messages. Language charged with the             
maximum degree of meaning, honesty. Humanity prose, well look no further that FW. To repeat,               
the book can be the beginning of a voyage into a world of new understanding, Holotropes.                
Brahman, Unity in beauty. Yes, "his cabbageous brain's curlyflower"--FW, 409.13-14. 
 
William Butler Yeats developed Unity Of Beingness, which in some sense relates to mankind’s              
ability, through mental agility, to bring all-the-things into a whole thing. Yeats spent nuff’ time               
studying occult and magical systems, for a time with Lemington Spa’s bad bwoy: Aleister              
Crowley, and the crafty Ordo Templi Orientis. The Hermetic tradition comprises many disciplines             
that have an impact upon this study of cannabis medicine. The holographic nature of mind and                
the mind of nature, and I-ching, and other rare texts capable of communicating             
omnidirectionally: condensed illuminated manuscript, edited for the 21st c. global village is what             
I’m talking about. A tall order.  
"Time, among all concepts in the world of physics, puts up the greatest resistance to being                
dethroned from ideal continuum to the world of the discrete, of information, of bits. ... Of all                 
obstacles to a thoroughly penetrating account of existence, none looms up more dismayingly             
than 'time.' Explain time? Not without explaining existence. Explain existence? Not without            
explaining time. To uncover the deep and hidden connection between time and existence ... is a                
task for the future."--John Archibald Wheeler, Hermann Weyl And The Unity Of Knowledge. 
 
“Consequently, one of the underlying characteristics of the Wakean reality is an intrinsic unity in               
all of its elements. This unity ignores the categories imposed on things by the rational intellect.                
Instead, it suggests the existence of an underlying connecting principle which unifies all forms of               
being. This essential characteristic of Finnegans Wake also found support in the discoveries of              
quantum mechanics.--Andrzej Duszenko, The Joyce Of Science. 
http://duszenko.northern.edu/joyce/quanta.html 
.  
The Hermetic tradition crosses boundaries to achieve unity and change according to will, on              
different scales, from the microcosmic to the macrocosmic and through many winding pathways             
and roads between. Maybe Entourage Effect, as a human consciousness phenomena, could            
have evolved due to a long history of humans and mammals getting zonked-out on one               
neurochemical compound or another, to discover getting high, falling down, and waking up             
again, can be an evolutionary advantage, to see with new eyes a new wholeness?  
“Simple impressions in normal consciousness are resolved by hashish into a           
concatenation of hieroglyphs of a purely symbolic type.--Aleister Crowley, The Psychology Of            
Hashish. 
 
Joyce was friends with Yeats and admired him, Joyce was also aware of Aleister Crowley and                
the Golden Dawn, and much of the historical Hermetic tradition. Thoth, and other such entities               
feature throughout the Wake, with references to the Hindu Brahma and Attman, or Universal              
synthesis, wholeness and oneness. FW boasts originality and uniqueness like no other work of              
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literature, loud over the banners it awaits you to add your oil to its greasy engines of co-creation. 
 
Joyce, Yeats, Crowley and Jung all share a willingness to unify, synthesize and systematize              
previously uncorrelated materials. Get it together chaps, get it together now. In the book “The               
Psychology Of Hashish” Aleister Crowley goes far and deep into Zoroastrian traditions, to show              
how synergy between text and substance produce effects on different scales, a text published              
more than 100 years ago and relevant today.  
“the case for Cannabis synergy via the “entourage effect” is currently sufficiently strong as to               
suggest that one molecule is unlikely to match the therapeutic and even industrial potential of               
Cannabis itself as a phytochemical factory. 
--Ethan Russo, 2019. https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2018.01969/full 
 
As previously mentioned, ecosystems produce masses of terpenes that travel on the wind and              
into the clouds, modulated by the interaction of insects such as ants, and fungus, down on the                 
ground, and of course by trees and plants. “The Ondt and the Gracehoper”.--313.  
“...as a means of expanding the conventional boundaries of what is “scentually” appealing to              
include the repulsive and the repellent in a pungent dialectic of pleasure and unpleasure. 
“Joyce’s textual scents are never single-note, rather, they are constructed through layers of             
memory, bodily response, attraction and resistance.--Laura Frost, James Joyce And The Scent            
Of Modernity. 
 
Like Joyce, Bucky Fuller created a bit of a new global language, except for the fact that Fuller’s                  
geometry can be used to create structures useful in industry, the construction of buildings, and               
to spread light on aspects of chemistry. Joyce was more software oriented, Fuller hardware?  
 
Alfred Korzybski writes, critically of treating the organism as a whole, and of nurturing a               
multi-ordinal system of language, one capable of allowing for uncertainty and a tendency to              
prejudge and misjudge signals that enter the brain-body-speech system. I agree, without the             
flexibility and possibility of non-aristotelian symbol systems, perception of the holographic           
multiverse proves difficult, if not impossible. Improbable, can we agree on that? With no words               
for it, how can we share information about it? Without the process oriented philosophy of               
relationships between things, how do we highlight the sleep inducing warmth associated with             
nouns, and their safety in certainty, deeply entrenched in medieval ideologies. We gotta’ dig.  
“They arise from a clear springwell in the near of our park which makes the daft to hear all                   
blend. This place of endearment! How it is clear! And how they cast their spells upon, the fronds                  
that thereup float, the bookstaff branchings! The druggeted stems, the leaves incut on trees!              
Do you can their tantrist spellings? I can lese, skillmistress aiding. Elm, bay, this way, cull                
dare, take a message, tawny runes ilex sallow, meet me at the pine.” 571.02-09. 
 
“Terpenes are by no means the only volatile organic compounds that are in for a good chat. The                  
researchers found others, as well. Garbeva's Ph.D. student, Ruth Schmidt, the first author of the               
article, adds: "Organisms are multilingual, but 'terpene' is the language that's used most             
often." 
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Who knows? Maybe without realising it, humans are native speakers too.--Netherlands Institute            
Of Ecology. 
 
 

 
 

Cooking With Finnegans Terpenes 
 
"And let every crisscouple be so crosscomplimentary, little eggons, youlk and meelk, in a              
farbiger pancosmos" (613.10-12). 
 
In searching for an example I can highlight off the page, and something that might impact the                 
totality of the human interacting nervous system, I stumbled upon the concept of a Wakean               
dish, a performance by example to the guts. A front row of guts at your first stand-up comedy                  
show, “the origin of spices" 504.28. “No guts no galaxy”--Rammellzee. 
 
Joyce scholar and Maybelogician, Peter Quadrino, brought my attention to the fact that             
colcannon is a traditional dish of cabbage (kabbis), potatoes and butter cooked together,             
similar to the traditional Dutch stampot I’m familiar with. “stockpot dinner” (406.1). Although             
cabbage is used as slang for cannabis, I feel mistaken in my wishful thinking that the cabbage                 
(kabbis) really refers to cannabis, a common occurrence when making leaps of blind faith about               
what a particular part of FW means to me. Pull down thy biases. I propose that cannabis butter                  
in the meal can encourage the entourage, and may awaken the Japanese mother goddess              
Kannon. Cannabis, under your nose all along.  
 
Peter highlighted "luxuriotiating everywhencewithersoever among skullhollows and       
charnelcysts" 613.19-20. That in turn, brought my full focus to pages 612-613, and the repeated               
overtones of ethnobotanical species, fungi, weeds, plants and trees, and the folkloric, religious             
contexts of each in its own song, back to Kaikannonkabbis. Here are some choice selections               
plucked from these two pages. “Curlkabbis” 612.02, “King Leary” 612.04, “laurel leaves” 612.05,             
“thyme choppy upon parsley” 612.07, “olive lentil” 612.10, “Irismans ruinboon pot” 612.20, “the             
sound sense sympol in a weedwayedwold” 612.29, “hoyhop of His Ards.” 612.35. (“Hoyhop is              
hoi from hoi polloi, and hop meaning narcotic of his ass [Ards]--John P Anderson, Joyce’s               
Finnegans Wake: The Curse Of The Kabbalah, Volume 1). 
 
On page 613 I would draw you attention to, “cabs and cobs” 613.06, “little eggons, youlk and                 
meelk, in a farbiger pancosmos. With a hottyhammyum all round.” 613.11-12, fungoalgaceous            
muscafilicial graminopalmular” 613.18, “everywhencewithersoever among skullhullows and       
charnelcysts of a weedwastewoldwevild” 613.20-21, “brarkfarst” 613.23, “berry that ortchert”          
613.31.  
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Although I’m tempted to make the food launchable from a cannon, I’ll settle for an honest meal,                 
to be honest. As you may have guessed, the main ingredient of my roast-modern recipe is the                 
humble potato, (Aardappel in Dutch), combined with Kale (Boerencool in Dutch), cannabis            
infused butter, and some milk. Traditionally including pineapple (Ananas in Dutch, and every             
other sensible tribe), here presented with the added “kabbis”. The dish will be served with a                
selection of sauces and condiments made from naturally occurring terpenes of interest to             
cannabis therapy and research. The dish is named Kailkannonkabbis, and the recipe is meant              
to be modified and crafted for patients in the language of medicine, an audience of doctors for                 
the entourage/concert. This bespoke dish may include variations on the THC and CBD 1/1 ratio,               
and subtle nuanced cannabinoids, terpenes, flavonoids, and pages from the Wake. "Eve and             
Adam eating the 'seedfruit'" 135.31. 
 
To get the trans-love energies dancing on the same playing field, I suggest a full blown garden                 
party soon. The garden of delights, where eve sativa and adamabis indica cavort, and do weird                
dances like a centaur on stilts, speak in tongues, dance, kiss, sing, be merry.  
 
Weather and environment permitting, unite the diverse groups with good food and good             
literature. Read aloud, enjoying flavour and aroma synchronized, text and environment           
intertwined. With harmonic singing and yogic breathing and dance, yes, YES!  
 
The main dish of Kailkannonkabbis will be served with a wide assortment of terpene rich dips,                
sources, and juices. “Winestein" 149.17. The ceremony will evolve to include the planting of              
seeds, which may lead to the next crop of the required ingredients for the next scheduled                
garden party. "on the bunk of our breadwinning lies the cropse of our seedfather" 55.08. Let the                 
stage be the forest and let the fruit fly.  
 
Experienced cooks and chefs can incorporate their rich knowledge, and experience and run with              
any of these ideas. Go! Pick another book or another drug if you like. Turn the tables around,                  
use your imagination, just play nice. Bring the peeps together, have fun by any means               
necessary, just please try and keep and open mind to the other, the stranger. Humble yourself                
to the infinite flux of stuff and things and try to relax, live your life in a way that none could                     
possibly doubt your way is the way to peace, no doubt you are a lover. Don’t fight forces, use                   
them, as Fuller sez. Technogeneses and Neurogenesis?  
 
“If we look at it textually, in terms of what Hofstadter calls "typographical enzymes," we can                
begin to envisage a textual genetics, or "typogenetics," that can be localised in Finnegans Wake               
in terms of the structural triads H.C.E. and A.L.P. (1980: 505; 504) The phrase "enzyme reverse                
transcriptase" might, in this sense, be just as well taken to describe the "morphological              
pathways" marked out by these two textual "RNA strands" as it would to describe biological               
RNA. And just as the "morphological pathways" of molecular biology also describe a genetic              
history, or genetic memory of themselves, so would those transversals "communicating" in the             
triads H.C.E. and A.L.P. describe a genetic memory of the Wake. This suggests the further               
significance to textual genetics and genealogy of what has been called iterability and trace, and               
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the relation of the genetic code (and of the genealogical hermeneutic) to a particular play of                
memory and programmatics.--Louis Armand, Enzymes, Reverse Transcriptions and the         
Technogeneses of Finnegans Wake. 
 
“I have to confess that this cup of tea has become, after all, my cup of tea; and with it I have to 
eat humble pie.”--Karl Popper, Of Clouds And Clocks. 
 

 
 

Wakean Terpene Terms 
 
limon 110.28 solelemonly 337.10 lemoncholy 555.23. lemoronage 596.1 citrawn 303.6.          
czitround 171.8. mangos 60.19. pine 571.09 applepine 287.16. lavender 41.26. lavandier           
214.28. Grape 497.28. grapce 432.35. pepper 197.24 cayennepeppercast 120.14-15.         
paperming 52.11. Rosemiry 444.29. sehdass 511.30. Ukalepe 229.13. Fenella 184.32.          
wi'fennel 37.36. grapefruice 171.18. juniper 583.2. junipery 15.35. Limenick's 434.21.           
mousselimes 553.10. Ananias' 170.31 anapple 239.4. thyme 20.24. mint 7.24; 313.28;           
541.11 bittermint 440.23. sage 53.9; 613.6; 616.22. like thyme choppy upon parsley 612.7 
hops 250.34. Rosse 391.30. gerandiums 269 guranium 349. Basil 374.31. girlic 260.F1.            
garleeks 550.10. suitclover 285.16 cloever 508.33. blueberry 566.4. Strubry 604.17 
curlicabbis 612.2 kailkannonkabbis 456.08. Melcamomilla 492.13. Cocoincidences 597.01        
KAKAO 308.15. broadginger 22.34. Primrose 39.36; 553.6. Mulbreys 553.6. bloadonages          
241.03. plumpkins 353.27. blackburry 214.32. cheerycherrily 31.30. Bannalanna 100.07 
wordchary 225.02. logans 450.30. Citronelle 223.6. Limen 560.14. garlic 462.29.          
lemoncholic 453.7. lemonsized 59.8. creme-de-citron 575.16. thecainapple 121.11.        
kappines 510.34. mulbrey 265.1. hops 250.34; 553.19. myrrh 267.28; 477.29.          
threequickenthrees 377.11-12. Belladama 450.32. rowantree 588.31. evremberried 264.26.        
carroty 300. bluegum 126.12. herb trinity shams 14.34. potherbs 190.6. waterweed 207.3.            
Jempson's weed 245.24. fragolance 265.8. primerose 361.22. grape 117.23; 249.4. grapes           
72.28; 212.16. grappes 360.25. limon 296.3; 604.9. limonladies* 361.24. limony* 215.20.             
limen 560.14. lime 415.5; 462.36; 489.12. limelooking 95.14. limen 560.14. limes 146.34.            
Limes 221.28; 559.13. Mint 472.5. myrrmyrred 92.13. maundarin 171.16. Melarancitrone          
132.28. orchidectural 165.9. Peach 3.31. Peaches 57.4; 65.26; 113.17; 251.24. pepper           
197.24; 406.16; 412.14. Peppers 214.16. pine 14.32; 102.28; 301.12; 571.9. pines 151.18;            
159.35. pinecorns 505.5. pinefrond 21.33. tonobloom 564.23 tannoboom 564.22.         
painapple 167.15. pineapple 170.30. plum 495.7. mossroses 527.8. rosebuds 583.21;          
583.22. wildrose 210.10; 229.11. roses 94.36; 267.28; 321.32; 463.9 duskrose 15.1.           
Sympoly 242.16. sympol 612.29. sorrelwood 611.34. spinach 346.3. Thyme 161.28;          
236.27. devil's leave 172.21. frank incensive 465.12. spinasses 611.36. sweetpea 392.25.           
myrries 241.16. raspberries 438.10. raspberry 529.2. ruddyberry 27.16. strawberry 64.28;          
559.6. Strawberry leaves s435.21. oneysucker 417.17. cloudberry 430.25. cucconut 376.9.          
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edelweissed 378.24. girlic-on-you 174.15. gourd 373.20. gourds 171.19. druiven 78.24.          
Cicely 224.21. Myrtle 291.F4. myrtles 105.1. nutmeg 199.21. o'brier tree 588.31.            
greengageflavoured 556.15. prattlepate parnella 173.11. primarose 556.17. pumpkin 94.17.         
rhubarbarous 171.16. rueroot 130.25. saffron 203.24; 611.36. sorrel 80.3. thymes 501.19.           
tobaccos 435.30. talking tree 564.30. 
 
 

 
 

Cannaneuro Semantic Systems (CSS) 
 

CANNANEURO: Cannabis related areas of Neuroscience.  
SEMANTIC: System of meaning.  
SYSTEMS: Interconnected elements intelligently structured.  
 
The Terpenes at Finnegans Wake act as a set of visual guides which can hint at where about in                   
nature the naturally occuring phyto-terpenes can be located, plus it includes therapeutic            
attributes to each of these. CSS consists of 14 terpenes commonly found in Cannabis, with the                
addition of quotes from Finnegans Wake, to indicate where in the book of acoustic spaces, any                
specific terpene based literary entourage effect is propagating. The major cannabis terpenes of             
interest here are:  

 
 

Myrcene 
Pinene 

Caryopyllene 
Menthanol  
Linalool  

Limonene 
Geraniol 

Isopuligol 
Terpinene 
Humulene  
Eucalyptol  
Ocimene 
Borneol 
Nerolidol 

  
 
Future additional information for CSS includes 1. The Endocannabinoid System, 2.           
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Neurotransmitter systems, 3. Terpene Systems, 4. CB1 Receptor, 5. CD2 Receptor, 6.            
RNA-DNA Transcription, 7. Agonsist/Antagonists: Amplify/Reduce, Attract/Repel. Once again,        
each of these specific fields are enhanced by criss-cross-pollination with FW, and with outdoor              
Garden Party Edutainment. You and friends can eat, dance, sing, relax, shout while learning to               
put your own spin on it.  
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Major/Minor Music And Cannabis Terpenes? 
 
Due to my career as a DJ, drummer and music producer, I’ve thought whimsically about which                
Terpenes might compliment which kind of music, and vice versa. My subjective guesses go              
something like this, with a single example artist to get a closer idea of what I mean. What would                   
your selections be and why? And can you think of any other disciplines of art where terpenes                 
could be implemented to add a gastric dimension to the proceedings? Please let me know. 
 
Humulene: Afro beat, earth jazz, fun in the funk. (Fela Kuti and James Brown) 
 
Caryophyllene: Indian Classical, spiced jazz.(Ravi Shankar and Shakti) 
 
Eucalyptol: Calypso Jungle fresh. (Jojo Meyer’s Nerve and Tito Puente)  
 
Alpha-Terpineol: Blues in lilac. (Taj Mahal and Muddy Waters) 
 
Limonene: Lemoncholy Citrus Blue Jazz Juice. (Jimmy Smith and Lyman Woodard)  
 
Linalool: Lavender Cool Jazz Petals. (Miles Davis and Alice Coltrane) 
 
Pinene: Cool Forest Mountain Folk. (R.L Burnside and Joanna Newsome) 
 
Myrcene: Reggae, somber classical, trip-hop. (Lee Scratch Perry and Massive Attack)  
 
Menthanol: Ambient chill, cool, minty minimal. (The Orb and Vangelis) 
 
Gerainiol: Classical Blooms, strings. (Duke Ellington and Ravel) 
 
Isopulegol: Antarctic Mint Chill Out. (Ryushi Sakamoto) 
 
Borneol: Indian Spice, tribal jungle mint. (Tabla Beat Science) 
 
Nerolidol: Jazz fiddles, Regal Horns. (Frank Zappa) 
 
Ocimene: Classic woods ambient. (Penguin Cafe Orchestra) 
 
To conclude this paper, I’d like to offer up my own creative textual interpretation of terpenes,                
spun in experimental prose. Thanks for reading, please get in touch if you have any questions                
or feedback, I;d love to hear from you. Cheers, Steve.  
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Woodsy fresh annabliss topical tropic candy tongtingtangy, almost mandy, mister barry citrus            
spicegills, floor all hashublifty, bloomsdag of creepea sleepea melango shifty, tango alpha            
skunky monkey pungent googly peppery tart noobie to social munch booberry, lemonwally            
smelly to make you kill your telly, jelly ashy tarticus sandlewoodsy edward woodwoodsy? 
 
Hubblegum space sight, rumbledoor creek, to cinnamon earth girl so chocolate spacey tweak,             
amonia echo pot ridge, minimal old sockdress, bitter orange balloon, cool miles menthol mighty              
mezz skittles laught us. Fondermind set and match jamnesia, what mellows? Be cheerful now!              
Kativa Kitnip trip lippy happy not sappy methargic, alert bud band kapw, narcotic tock clock               
green diesel creepy grinder on the nipnips, tipsy turvey couch locknarti, doorgone dogon             
dzogchen gum, curvy sling tang gong munchie for wingspong, what for brunchie? kief rich              
orchards of Afghandi ganji, whizzically relaxking, yo so euphoric, penergetic poms, the ritz roll              
chunk berry, muntally traxing clear ed speadeadmunt k’delic stone jammy headtrix, to the body              
bone bildeberry, put daan yr cokephone cockwomble. Canna linalool alung limountin trawl of             
tribenol nexus texus ohm.  
 
Mary wanna’ look sky windowpine bigendo cannibong wellwashers to grapesdom doobie town,            
kinnabiss kit kissa shatter faceblurry, musket cunnylust holodustin’ yer’ ear, humusky miss            
mackushty lady dankster gooey Humulene, hail kale berries, she ate sea and set keel to               
beakers, talltale hempmail mayferry riverun to smithereen mirror cracked green. Annas limonelle            
pinabella, humuster cannadan eucalyptwicker woo daa. Annadelta Nine Tetris Hydrew Cannibal           
lol, Interspices cinnammunic curcummication. Bells of light ringarange a russos, her scene            
myrcene coochie locks myrrh myrtle mumblin ramblinol and cookyspeak spiermunt cooking with            
sambol yumus humus menthanol man of borneol, “Geraniol” Youcali hiptoll pepperment. Alfy            
Betty gramma fam, doodle doob jamsterdab, sigil sigiluram nerolidol, eucalyptol, ocimene and            
caryophyllene, come on eyeleen, terpinolene and phellandrene bouncing on blood/brain’s          
trampoline. 
 
“Thus, the bootstrap model affords an intuitive all-encompassing approach and reading of            
Finnegans Wake, which yield a vision--traditionally associated with the waters of materia prima             
in alchemical texts--characterised by a feminine-like totalizing perspective, as opposed to the            
scintillating, yet limited, soundness of reason.--Alexander Sandulescu, The Language Of The           
Devil.  
 
--Steven James Pratt (November 2019). 
 
                                www.deepscratch.net 
 
                                                     flyagaric23 @ gmail . com 
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